ITUp and Cloud Development Resources Partner Up to Provide
OutSystems Training Programs to the US Market
January 14, 2021 – Cloud Development Resources, Inc. (CDR), named Pioneer for
collaborating on the most new-customer accounts by OutSystems in North America, has
entered into a reselling relationship with ITUp, the global leader in providing training on the
OutSystems low-code platform.
“Given the enormous growth of low code, the need to train both new and experienced
developers on the OutSystems platform has never been greater,” said Clark Swain, CEO of
Cloud Development Resources. “ITUp is the undisputed leader in OutSystems training. We
are proud to use them internally and excited about the opportunity to resell their services to
clients in North America.”
ITUp’s training programs introduce a reliable training path for companies to reskill or upskill
their employees in the OutSystems Platform, thus driving productivity and technology
adoption. Having certified over two thousand Professionals worldwide, ITUp is committed to
always offering relevant and up-to-date training programs.
“Cloud Development Resources has been successfully assisting their clients in delivering
digital transformation on the OutSystems Platform all over the Americas”, says Luís Campos,
ITUp’s CEO. “Thus, it was looking to complement their offer to their clients with training
services. Their OutSystems expertise combined with our experience of 5 years as OutSystems
#1 Global Training Partner, will for sure quickly expand the OutSystems Professional
Community in the US Market.”

About Cloud Development Resources
Cloud Development Resources (CDR) is a digital consulting firm specializing in leveraging the
OutSystems low-code platform to deliver business transformation for clients in the
healthcare, pharmaceutical, finance, insurance, and consumer packaged goods industries.
CDR is the single most experienced OutSystems Partner in the Americas. Our team of both
onshore and offshore experts have decades of hands-on experience building and running
enterprise scale applications on the OutSystems platform. From designing world-class user
experiences through development to offering the first 24/7 monitoring and support services
to OutSystems clients, CDR has revolutionized how companies realize value from the
OutSystems platform. For more information, visit www.clouddevelopmentresources.com.
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About ITUp | We Ramp You Up
ITUp is the leader in training, specialized in the OutSystems Platform, delivering academies
with a focus in reskilling and upskilling. Having certified over two thousand OutSystems
Professionals worldwide since 2016, ITUp is the #1 OutSystems Global Training Partner. The
unique know-how and relentless commitment to improve their offer delivers top-notch
training to professionals with any level of OutSystems knowledge, both at in-person boot
camps or online programs.
ITUp has more than 85 companies in its network, a high job placement rate, and proficient
instructors, including 4 OutSystems MVPs, with an average of more than 12 years of
teaching experience.
For more information, please visit ITUp’s website at http://www.itup.io/.
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